
Parlour Games 

 

Parlour Games: Family Entertainment During the Victorian Era 

Parlour games are indoor games that involve acting or wordplay. They were popular 

during the 1800s, before board games and mass media such as radio became 

available. Besides parlour games, other popular forms of entertainment included 

dancing, collecting leaves and butterflies, and various crafts. However, during the 

winter months when time was spent indoors parlour games were very popular. 
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Please read the following pages for more 

information about Victorian era parlour games…  

You can even try them for yourself! 



Family members would come together to entertain, to outplay, and to 

even outsmart each other. Some games, such as the Minister’s Cat, 

tested contestants’ vocabulary, since players had to think of and 

remember adjectives. Other games, such as Grandmother’s Trunk, 

only tested memory. Still other games tested players’ dexterity. 

 

Instructions 

This is a memory game suitable for 4 or more players. The first player begins by stating “The 

minister’s cat is a _______ cat”, using an adjective beginning with the letter ‘A’. 

 

Example: The minister’s cat is an adorable cat. 

The next player suggests an adjective to describe the cat beginning with the letter ‘B’. 

This continues for all letters of the alphabet. 

Players must remember the previous adjective in the sequence. So, if the player’s letter is ‘E’, 

they must remember and recite all adjectives in the 

sequence: 

“The minister’s cat is an adorable, beautiful, capricious, 

dandy, excellent cat.” 

A player is out if: 

1.  They are unable to think of an adjective. 

2. They use an adjective that has been mentioned before. 

3. They can’t remember the sequence of adjectives. 
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Other parlour games were only meant to be fun... 



Cassell's Book of In-door Amusements, Card Games and Fireside 

Fun, (United Kingdom: Cassell, 1881),  frontispiece. 

Instructions 

One player, designated It, wears a blindfold and spins in place five times while 

the other players look for a good hiding place. When finished spinning, It yells 

“Stop,” and all the players must freeze in place. It’s now up to It to use their keen 

sense of hearing to track down the players, who may dodge It without moving 

their feet or deceive It by making misleading noises. Once It discovers all the 

players, it’s time for the next It to don the blindfold. Be careful: This game is best 

played inside within a confined space, otherwise It risks injury. 
 

Other parlour games tested acting ability... 



Even today, Charades is played by many people. Players use their 

acting skills to portray a secret word without speaking. The team that 

guesses the most correct words is the winner. 

Instructions 

When playing Charades, everyone is divided into two groups containing equal numbers of people. 

There is no limit to the number of people that can play Charades, but 4 to 10 people are 

recommended. 

Then, each team creates playing cards by writing the titles of books, movies, plays, television 

shows, or songs words on pieces of paper. You might be worried about the opposing team creating 

cards that are far too difficult, so it is best to put them in a hat and mix them up. 

When the chosen actor from team A takes a card from the hat, the word or phrase must be acted 
out. Speaking or pointing to objects is not allowed!  

Both teams get to guess the answer, usually within 2-3 minutes of play. The team that guesses the 
most correct answers wins! 

Additional Rules: 

If the word cannot be easily acted out, the actor can pantomime similar sounding words or words 

that can be easily associated with the phrase or word.  

>Indicate number of words - hold number of fingers indicating the number of words up in the air. 

>Indicate a small word - hold index finger and thumb together - not touching. 

>Indicate a big word - hold index finger and thumb as far as possible apart. 

>Indicate a word sounds like another word - point index finger at earlobe or hold hand behind ear. 

>Indicate number of words in a title - Hold up the correct number of fingers. 

>Indicate the number of syllables in a specific word - Hold the correct number of fingers against 

your forearm. 

>Indicate the word or syllable you are working on if there is more than one - Put up the correct 

number of fingers, for instance, two fingers for the 

second word.  

Please watch our video that 

shows how Charades is played! 
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